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Dear editor,
Graph algorithms have become important because of the increasing need to extract information from big data [1]. Due to huge volumes of
data and irregular communication patterns [2], it
is a challenging task to apply graph algorithms efficiently. Considerable efforts have been made to
improve the performance of graph processing using novel hardware designs and to facilitate application development by implementing various
frameworks. Introduction of such frameworks has
led to the fact that many applications are implemented through different existing versions. For
instance, within the four frameworks/benchmark
suites (i.e., GraphMat, Graph Algorithm Platform
(GAP), GraphBIG, and Graph500) investigated in
the study, there are already six implementations
of the breadth first search (BFS), six implementations of the single source shortest path (SSSP) algorithm, five implementations of triangle counting
(TC), four implementations of PageRank (PR),
and many other applications in common. Generally, the characteristics of various implementations
are not always completely clear to the research and
design community.
From the hardware perspective, benchmarks are
of great importance for evaluation of various proposed architectures. However, different implementations of a single graph algorithm can vary signif-

icantly in terms of scalability, computational operations, data movement, energy consumption and
so on. Such variations increase the difficulty associated with defining benchmarks for these applications, which is required for the future architecture design. Therefore, it is critically important
for hardware researchers to have detailed information about the characteristics of various implementations corresponding to the particular graph applications. To address this problem, we evaluate
the mainstream graph applications such as BFS,
SSSP, PR, and TC with respect to the four graph
processing frameworks/benchmarks.
Methodology. This study is conducted using the
servers of the Texas Advanced Computing Center
(TACC) equipped with Intel Xeon Platinum 8160
(Skylake) processors.
The graph datasets used for the analysis are the
six real world graphs and one synthetic graph including two broad categories: meshes and social
networks with power-law distribution.
We utilize the profiling tool perf to obtain the
architectural statistics. The compiler configurations are provided together with the source code or
suggested by the technical documents of the considered graph frameworks/benchmarks.
In this study, we define several performance
metrics to conduct the comparison between different frameworks, including data movement per
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edge, IPC (instructions per cycle), MPKI (misses
per Kilo instructions), computation per edge, execution time, and energy consumption per edge.
Appendix A presents details about conducting
the experiments and corresponding setups.
Observations. Based on comparison of the four
frameworks/benchmarks, we present the observations from multiple perspectives aiming to provide
insights to identify appropriate benchmarks.
With respect to micro-architecture metrics, architects have developed efficient microarchitecture techniques and achieved great advancement in this field. The results of the conducted experiments on a wide range of graph processing frameworks/benchmarks and applications
indicate that metrics such as IPC and MPKI may
be misleading in particular cases. Kiviat diagrams
presented in Figures S2(20) and S2(18) in Appendix display the eight metrics (execution yime
per ddge, computation per edge, data movement
per edge, IPC, L1D MPKI, L2 MPKI, L3 MPKI,
and energy consumption per edge) from the top
in clockwise order by the normalized values presented in the logarithmic scale. The performance
of GraphBIG, as represented in Figure S2(20), is
related with the understanding that the largest
cache MPKIs and smallest IPC lead to the longest
execution time per edge. Figure S2(20) represents
the intuitive observation that with a decrease in
data movement, energy consumption declines as
well. Among the three implementations of TC,
GAP demonstrates the best performance that is
partially owing to its IPC and cache MPKIs. In
turn, GraphMat is characterized with competitive
IPC and even lower cache MPKIs; however, it
takes around 60× execution time compared with
GAP, as GAP has only 0.28% data movement per
edge and therefore, saves considerable resources
with respect to computation per edge as well.
Figure S2(18) outlines the significance of considering data movement per edge in graph workloads.
The ranking of the three frameworks/benchmark
suites is reversed in SSSP. It should be noted that
execution time is correlated with data movement
per edge. Although GraphMat attains much larger
IPC and much smaller cache MPKIs, it is not as
fast as GraphBIG, as GraphMat stores graphs in
the form of matrices, and uses considerably larger
instructions count to accomplish the same task.
Scalability is considered as a significant property of graph processing systems, as (1) a graph
might be too large for a single CPU core to
process; (2) most of the capability improvements become possible owing to increasing core
counts; and (3) there exists considerable potential parallelism in graph analytics workloads
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that needs to be explored. We run the graph
frameworks/benchmarks using different number of
threads (namely, 1, 4, 8, 24, 48), and extract the
information useful for developing scalable parallel
graph processing systems.
Figures 1(a)–(d) represent the four selected test
cases in two types of setup corresponding to the execution time on the different number of cores. One
type of setup implies using cross-socket communication, and the other one does not. Figure 1(a)
and (b) represent execution time of BFS on OK.
It can be clearly seen that GraphBIG has the inflection point on 24-core setup in Figure 1(a), but
not in Figure 1(b). However, the values of the
absolute execution times corresponding to GraphBIG’s BFS on OK (Orkut) in 4-core, 8-core, and
24-core setups, as can be observed in Figure 1(a),
are much smaller than that of the same setup presented in Figure 1(b). There might be other types
of overhead, such as those caused by creating and
synchronizing more threads; however, cross-socket
communication is associated with the main cost
from the hardware perspective. Therefore, we can
conclude that the execution time can be decreased
further using a larger number of cores, but with
overhead caused by cross-socket communication.
Nevertheless, it is possible to overcome this negative effect and benefit from adding more cores.
The matrix representation used in GraphMat to
construct graphs allows GraphMat being less affected by overheads. This reveals the importance
of memory layout.
Another observation is that regardless of the
setup, GAP BFS demonstrates the shortest execution time. However, as shown in Figures 1(c)
and (d), the performance of GAP SSSP deteriorates as the number of threads increases, specifically on road networks. This is because the δstepping algorithm in GAP SSSP relies on the
diversity of vertices. By contrast, it should be
noted that the shortest execution time observed
in Figures 1(c) and (d) corresponds to GraphBIG
on the 1-core setup, meaning that a single-thread
execution surpasses all other multi-thread executions. By inspecting the GraphBIG’s source code,
we have found that GraphBIG actually has a dedicated code path for its single-thread execution.
That is also the reason why we do not draw a line
between 1-core and 4-core setups of GraphBIG.
Considering the limited parallelism in low-degree
mesh graphs, the code exclusively optimized for
the single-thread execution may demonstrate the
superior performance compared to multi-core implementations.
The data movement per edge indicates the following three reasons of differences: applications,
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Figure 1 (Color online) (a) and (b), (c) and (d) are the values of execution time. (a) BFS OK (w/o cross-socket communication); (b) BFS OK (with cross-socket communication); (c) SSSP CA (w/o cross-socket communication); (d) SSSP
CA (with cross-socket communication).

graphs, and frameworks/benchmark suites. We
explain them in more detail below.
• Applications. Similarly as in the most simplified applications, as well as the “skeleton” for
many other graph applications, on average, BFS
is associated with significantly less data movement compared with the other three considered
algorithms. In turn, PR is characterized with
the least variation among implementations/inputs
compared to the other three applications. The bar
group of PR shows relatively greater flatness compared with others. This can be partially explained
by the fact that PR always accesses all vertices
in each iteration, while other applications have a
frontier, which varies from iteration to iteration.
• Graphs. It is evident that graph topology
affects data movement. CA (RoadCA) and TX
(RoadTX) are two mesh networks with the low
degree and high diameter compared to other considered graphs. This leads to deeper traversal in
SSSP and BFS. It is more likely for CA and TX to
move the large amount of data in BFS and SSSP.
This does not hold for TC, as it does not necessitate such traversal scheme.
• Frameworks/benchmark suites. In the
data movement chart, all groups of bars correspond to implementations of different frameworks/benchmarks for a given task. In general,
there are considerable differences in results among
the considered frameworks. The differences are
highest in TC on road network.
It should be noted that the variations between
different frameworks/benchmarks become larger
with a greater extent of the variations between
different applications or graphs. There are several
cases in which different implementations have difference in crossing two grids (100×), and it is seen
that GraphMat requires even 358× more movements than GAP to complete the same task. Hardware and software designers may consider this observation in different ways. For architects, it is
not recommended to implement graph processing
applications as benchmarks by themselves; otherwise it is difficult to identify whether an improve-

ment comes from a new hardware architecture or
from an implementation difference. For programmers, it is recommended to be aware of how easily redundant data movement can be introduced.
Therefore, it is important to manage the memory
efficiently and exploit the locality.
Based on the aforementioned analysis results,
we propose several recommendations on defining
graph workloads as benchmarks, as presented in
Appendix G; moreover, we provide the experimental data to derive the conclusion.
Conclusion. At present, there are various frameworks and benchmark suites designed for graph
processing. In this study, we observe that different available and widely used implementations
of the same graph application can have distinct
performance characteristics even within the same
graph data set. We consider that the derived observations, as well as the obtained data statistics
(including Kiviat diagrams and scalability charts)
provided in Appendix contribute to the knowledge
on graph processing benchmarks, by enabling both
system and hardware researchers to select appropriate benchmarks in future design evaluations.
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